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The 3.5" VGA Portrait screen offers excellent front-of-screen performance, and supports VGA and QVGA dual mode with a single power supply. The stylish ID design makes this screen ideal for PDA or Smart-phones applications.

APPLIEDS
- PDA, Smart-phones

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
- VGA and QVGA dual viewing mode
- Excellent FOS performance (brightness, color gamut and wide viewing angle)
- One power supply
- Stylish ID design

FEATURES
- With touch screen
- Chip-On-Glass
- Wide Viewing Angle
- RoHS Compliance
- High Contrast Ratio

SPECIFICATIONS
- Size: 3.5"
- TFT Process: LTPS
- Display Mode: Transflective
- Interface: RGB
- Number of Dots: 480xRGBx640
- Color Numbers: 262K
- Brightness (cd/m²): 150
- Contrast Ratio (B/L On): 200:1
- Viewing Angle: CR>5, 80/80/80/70 (F/L=On) @ CR>10 (L/R/U/D)
- NTSC Ratio (B/L On): 37%
- Outline Dimension (mm): 64x85x4.15
- Mass Production Status: NOW

CONTACT INFORMATION
TPO Displays Corp.
No.12, Ke Jung Road, Science-Based Industrial Park,
ChuNan 350, Miao-Li County, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Tel:+886 37 586393  Fax:+886 37 586168
www.tpo.biz
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